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I. INTRODUCTION

1. Summary, CAPMAS are considering to upgrade their small census Geographic Unit

to an operational Cartographic Unit. The immediate problem, however, is the lack of

office space to house the extra equipment and materials required. To solve this,

CAPMAS are proposing to have an additional floor built on the Census Office, which

is located at the rear of the main building.

2. The first half of the mission consisted of a mapping training programme attended

by Census Office staff. The main issues discussed included the adaptation of survey

maps for census purposes, the place of aerial photography in census mapping and advice

on equipment and materials.

3. Census Office consider that due to the tremendous amount of work involved,

mapping cannot be successfully completed in time for the November 1986 census, so

priority areas will have to be selected. Priorities would include the Pilot Census

areas (not decided), Cairo, Alexandria and; perhaps household survey areas. This

means that the methodology used in the 1976 census will, in the main, be repeated

for 1986, i.e. that maps, where available, will be an additional tool to the admin

istrative lists. , .

4. The Regional Adviser endorses this strategy and recommends that els census

preparatory activities will not essentially be organised around the mapping pro

gramme, the Cartographic Unit should be built up gradually. Experiments can, tjien

be made and the new mapping concepts involved can be smoothly incorporated into

the census preparations. A principal change in methodology where maps are used will

be to have,closed Enumeration Areas instead of open Enumeration Routes. This nro-

cedure will help to ensure complete coverage.

5. The mission ended with the Regional Adviser discussing with the President of

CAPMAS the plans for the Cartographic Unit, including comments on the US Bureau of

Census team's-report made in early 19"3. The Regional Adviser feels that some of the

American cartographic proposals are too ambitious for a first-stage operation (eg
scribing, photo-laboratory) and suggests that a more pragmatic approach is needed.

The emphasis should be on the production of simple working drawings, otherwise

management and efficiency problems may be encountered.

6) The mission. The mission was undertaken at the request of the Central Agency

for Public Mobilisation, and Statistics (CAPMAS), Cairo. The terms of reference may

be defined as:

a) To conduct a census mapping training programme:

b) To advise on the strengthening of the Geographic Unit;

c) To assess the suitability of the Survey Authority Maps for census purposes;

d) To prepare a suggested list of cartographic equipment.

7. The schedule of tie mission was:

15 August - Addis Abp.ba to Cairo

2 September- Cairo to Addis Ababa
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II. CONSULTATIONS

3. During the mission discussions were principally held with the persons whose

.names are given as Annex I. ,

III. BACKGROUND : . ■ . ...

9. CAPMAS. In 1964 the Ej^yptian Statistical department was.incorporated into

CAPMAS~ The" agency is divided into 3 divisions covering Statistics, Electronic

Data Processing and Administration, with each division headed by a First Under

secretary.

10. The Central Administration for Censuses (Census Office) comes under the
Statistics Division and is headed by an Under-Secretary whose office is situated
in the main building. A General-Director is in day-to-day charge of the Census
Office itself, which is divided into the following departments and sections:

(i). Population Census Statistics Department ,., .

a] Population Census Section ■

b) Housing Census Section

(ii) Design and Follow-up Department

a) Design and Follov-up Section

b) Administrative Adjustment and Maps Section

11. The present Geographic Unit is a part of this latter section. The unat has
been in existence for 16 years and presently had six staff a senior draughtsman

(transferred from Survey Authority in 1967 to found the unit) and a draughtsman,

plus four tracers (university graduates), two of whom have been at the unit for a
year and two who are newly appointed, the Senior Draughtsman and the Draughtsman
worked on the last census in 1976 and are both experienced in making outline maps

and field sketches.

12. Egypt-Administrative Structure. The country has 26 Governorates (Hohafada),

sub-divided as follows: " ;

Urban Areas Rural Areas

4 Urban Governorates 22 Rural Governorates

112 Urbar. Districts (Kism) 146 Rural Districts (rarkaz)

773 Wards (shiakhas) 808 Village Councils

- Streets and Blocks 4,189 Villages
Hamlets

13) 1976 Census. During the 1976 Population and.Housing census, a population of
38.2 million was recorded. Census reports have been published in Arabic and the
3 volumes in English were under preparation at the time of the mission.
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14. The structure of the census staff in 1976 was:

: - General Inspector (Mufatesh Aam)

- Supcrviser (Marakcfc)

- Inspector (Mufatesh)

- Asst, Inspector (Eluawen) .

- Crew Leader (Musagel)

- Enumerator . (Adad)

15. The General Inspector, Supervisor and Inspector levels consisted of regular

CAPMAS "staff. ..In Cairo and in .3 Kisms of Alexandria, outline maps and sketches were
used by these staff members, but maps were not used at all elsewhere.

16. Demarcation of Enumerator's Assignments. The General-Director of Census Office

noted that1the procedure in the urban areas was as follows:

a) The Inspector, with reference' to the list of streets in his district, goes

t roughly clockwise around each of his wards (shiakhas) delineating them

into routes. This entails painting arrows on the walls with the route

■ ' number and shiakha number indicated above and below the arrow. ;

• b) Following the same route, the Assistant Inspector gives each building

unit a number and records its use, i.e. residential or otherwise."

c) Again following the route, the Crew Leader registers the number of

households and establishments in a shiaHfta and divides it up into ,

.''Enumeration/Routes'' of about 200 households. The enumerator's assign

ments are indicated by ''turn; left1 and "turn right'1; arrows, on the walls.

A/'T!i sign Indicates the end of a particular Enumeration Route.

17. 1986 Census. .Tfre next census, whichvas previously mentioned is scheduled

for late 1986, will coyer population, housing and establishments. It is expected

that' a population of,£o million will.be enumerated^, with 10.5 million households

attd 8 million establishments. About 60,000 Enumerators will be required, with each
one covering some 200 households, the same as in 1976.

18. The Hea.d of the Design and Hollow-up PeDartment 6f Censxis Office noted.that

the number of households in some urban Enumeration Routes may be made slightly
'smaller than in rural ones. This is because:

a) There are large numbers of high-rise blocks of flats in the urban areas

that do not-have: lifts, which makes enumeration procedures time-consuming

and tiring; ,

'b) Urban respondents, particularly the better educated, tejicl to query the

questions asked, which slows enumeration procedures, fn the rural areas

the data tends to be more similar (eg all farmers) and the respondents

answer the questions more compliantly.

19. OS Bureau of Census Assistance. A Cartographer from the Bureau of Census

(Mr. Leo .Dougherty) conducted a mapping workshop in Cairo from 16 Jahuary-3 February

1983. This was attended by the CAPMAS Geography Unit staff as well as by represent

atives of the Survey Authority, Electrification Authority, etc.
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20. A team of 3 persons from the Bureau of Census undertook a two week mission to

CAPMAS in February 1983 to develop a detailed plan for USAID-funded technical co

operation between CAPMAS and the Bureau of Census, focussing primarily on the 1986

Population Census.

21. A report entitled Technical Report of Census Bureau Advisory Team, 1986

Egyptian Census of Population, Housing and Establishments" was prepared by the Bureau

of Census personnel and submitted to CAPMAS.

22. The report includes recommendations for the enlargement of the Geography Unit

into a fully-fledged Cartographic Unit. A major input from USAID will be a Census

Cartographer for a period of two years from January 1984, together with equipment

and training assistance. CAPMAS have proposed that the Census Cartographer's initial

contract be limited to 6 months to see how. he settles in before approving a longer-

term appointment.

23. UNFPA's Pole in 1986 Census. It is expected that USAID will be the largest

contributor of external funds for the 1986 Census, and an AID project document is

to be formulated later this year with the assistance of the Technical Adviser from

the Population Division, UN New York (Dr. R.K. Som). The UNFPA Deputy Representative

in Cairo noted that in this respect UNFPA's role would be limited to assisting with

project formulation and co-ordinating a package of donor agencies for the census.

He indicated that funding by UNFPA itself would be minimal, although assistance with

fellowships may be a possibility.

24. Problems with the Administrative Lists - Urban Areas. It would appear that

particularly in the rural and desert areas, the boundaries of the' administrative

divisions are imaginary lines separating localities. But the administrative structure,

right down to the designated streets and hamlets, is listed in a CAPIAS publication

"Guide to Streets, Villages and Hamlets1*. The Ministry of Interior supplies in

formation on changes to the lists which are then amended by the Administrative

Structure and Maps Section of Census Office. If few official changes have occurred

on annex is attached to the publication, but a new edition is made every few years,

the last one being in 1981.

25. Although it seems that efforts are made to keep the administrative lists up

to date, Census Office experience some difficulties due simply to the large number

of changes that take place without them being officially recorded. There are problems

too, for example; in keeping track of the number of Kisms and shiakhas in the urban

areas, including the boundaries, which are very complicated.

26. The complications stem perhaps from the pattern in which towns and villages

in Egypt have been constructed. Although the newer parts are divided into blocks,

this is not the case in the older areas where either the streets may not have re

cognised or mapped names, or there may not even be streets. Here large areas may

lack ; a thoroughfare."'and access is gained instead through a network of dead-end
alleys which penetrate deep into the maze of houses.

27. It will thus be appreciated that difficulties can occur with the listing of

streets,alleys and housing units, and with the written descriptions of these

areas.■ Following on from this, there are difficulties with the demarcation of

Enumeration Routes, ;even though simultaneous numbering of housing units is employed.
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#ence_the need for maps to .illustrate these comple* and irregular patterns, onto which

closed Enumeration Areas can be imposed.

28. Problems with the Administrative Lists-Rural Areas. The Regional Adviser Was

unable to undertake a field trip due to a shortage of time so the position as regards

hamlets Was hot\seen at first hand. But it is apparent from discussions.with*Census

Office staff, however, that the lists of hamlets in the Guide may riot be entirely

correct.

29. Most of the main villages (average pop. 4,000-5,000) have hamlets affiliated

to them, with some haying as many as 50-60 hamlets, though the average is about 20.

But in the oases of the desert areas there are often no hamlets at all as the entire

population is huddled together around the water point in the main village.

30., If there are services at a hamlet (eg electricity, health unit, piped

water) then it will be on tt\e official list, andwhen an official hamlet reaches a

certain size (not specified) the hamlet is re-designated as a village.

31. But with the burgeoning rural population and the on-going hereditary parcelling

of land, the number of r>unofficiar? hamlets is growing. These may consist of only

an isolated farm-house or may be a cluster of houses. There are also what is termed

"sub-hamlets15, where farmers temporarily move to their fields to guar<J or harvest

their crops, which with irrigation techniques, can be three times a year.'

32. It can/be^seen therefore, that it will be necessary to undertake a thorough
fie},d programiiie wHich wil!l, amongsi; other things, enable all the hamlets, official
or otherwise, to tie plotted pi)t:o maps. The spatial relationships between the '
hamlets,can-then b^ clearly ieen and the Enumeration Area boundaries drawn accordingly.
This will help tq avoid under-enumeration during the census and will lessen the chance

of sample bias, say, during household surveys.

33; ■• Appropriate Mapping Scales-Rural Areas. The hamlets can all be indicated on

the maps, howeyer clp^e they may be to each other, if the scales of the maps ate (

appropriate fdrjthe prevailing population density in the area, i.e. the higher the '
density, ,t;|ie larger the scale. The number of hamlets, rather th^jn: "their size, is ;
also important, as the mpre hamlets there are, the more space is 'required to write'their
naves. Thi* 'is particularly true if the name of the main village to which the hamlet
is affiliated \s written in brackets underneath, the hamlet name, asrthis Will help
in grouping the hamlets together when drawing EA boundaries.

34. During the mapping training programme the following scales were suggested

for the rural areas:

Density of Population (per sq. fan.) Scale ! 'Area

.; i,.-;'-.: 6-10 1:100,000 Desert Oases ;' (

10-100 1:50,000 .Marginal, areas r

over 100 1:25,000 Nile Valley *■ ■

- " h , -- .-.. , - . . and Delta
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35. Within the populated rural areas, which amount to only about 4.3%T of the country's
teritory at present, the average population density is about 500 per square kilometre,

one of the highest in the world.

36. Naming the Hamlets. It maybe found, for example, that in some areas of
exceptionally high rural density it may not be possible to indicate all the hamlet
names in a village council at 1:25,000. In such circumstances the following methods

could be adopted:

a)' A circled number can be inserted by the hamlet position on the map,
wljich is repeated in the legend at the side of map, together with the

relevant names;

b) l'lO 000 scale may be used for some areas in addition to the 1:25,000 map.
The areas so covered at 1:10^000 can be indicated in boxes on the;l:25,000
map witft the annotation: "For this area see Drawing^No,:951 .

37 Urban Definition. Some 44% of the population was recorded as urban in the 1976
census and this figure is: expected to rise to over 54% by 1985> The urban areas
consist of the 4 totally urban governorates (Cairo, Alexandria, Port Said, .Suez) and

the capital df each1 of the 22 rural goverhorates plus 151- other places arbitrarily
designated as urban by the Ministry of Interior. v

38 Cairo. A population of 5.1 million was recorded for Cairo Governorate in the
1976 cenSuSY with a density of nearly 26,000 per; square kilometre by 1980. At the
time of the census there were 27 kisms, but this has recently been increased to 31
kisms, sub-divided into 256 shiakhas. The Senior draughtsman noted that because
there had been 'so many changes there was an urgent need to revise in the field the
outline maps and written1 descriptions of the kism and shiakha boundaries, r ....

39 Greater Cairo. At the time of the mission the Geography Unit were drawing out
line maps' or- tlie 6 kisms and shiakhas of Giza City, This is situated directly opposite
Cairo on the west bank of the Nile ift Giza Governorate. The Senior Draughtsman noted
that Greater Cairo, whose population has increased from 8 million in 1976 to over 11_

million today/includes Giza City but the boundary for the e^VT^^pSall
been settled. It is suggested that the Senior Draughtsman cpntact the Town (Physical)
Planning Department to see what progress has beeri.made in the matter. This may help
with the planning of the written description programme and subsequently with- the

planning of the detailed census mapping for the entire area,

IV. PROGRESS

a) Census Mapping Training Programme

40 On arrival at CAPMAS the Regional Adviser "found that Census Office had set up
a imetaile for a training programme. This was held in the General-Director's office
and attended by 10 persons, i.e. senior Census Office staff and the members of the

Geographic Unit.

41. Census Office had originally intended that ^e training programme should take
up the entire mission, but it was pointed out that if the Regional Adviser were to
make any recommendations of substance on strengthening the Geographic Unit then the
Ictual situation would have to be looked at. This Particularly applied tan in
vestigation into the availability of survey maps and photographic facilities for

their enlargement and reduction.



42. The General-Director agreed that given the scope of the mission and the short

time available, other issues would have to be examined. The training programme was,

therefore, condensed into the first week, with the following topics being discussed:

a) Establishing a census cartographic unit at CAPi^AS - personnel, site,

equipment and materials

b) Need for maps

c) Organising a mapping nrograrcme

d) Map interpretation

e) Map sketching

f) Preparation of base maps

g) Delineation and control of Enumeration Areas

43. As the training programme was held around a conference table, it took the form

of a general discussion in which everyone participated; this proved more interesting

than formal lectures. At short intervals the General-Director ensured that the parti

cipants understood the points being made by giving a resumS in Arabic. This generally

led to further discussion on related issues.

44. Air Photography. One related issue that repeatedly cropped up was the place and

use of air photography in census mapoinn operations. This was also the main topic of a
meeting with the Survey and Mapping Consultant to CAPMAS (General r'ohsen).

45. The General rightly pointed out that air photographs would be a valuable aid

to up-dating the out of date Survey Authority maps, and said that he would advocate

the use of a projector that would allow the transfer of details from air photos to

maps. Indeed, in census napping details from air photos can be plotted directly

onto prepared or existing maps, as making corrections for height displacement or

matching with ground control points is not necessary.

46. The General noted, for example, the problems of mapping the rapid urban expansion

of Nasr City, the Cairo suburb in which CAPMAS is situated. The 1979 IGN maps of Cairo

at 1:5,000 do not include the latest building developments near to the CAPMAS offices.

If new aerial photography of the area could be taken, the 1:5,000 series could be

expanded and brought up to date. The cost of the air photographs could be shared between

different user departments, for example, between the Physical Planning Department and

CAPMAS.

47. In reply, the Regional Adviser thought that the Physical Planning Department

might have some plans showing only the new roads of the area. These could be plotted

on the census maps and the new buildings could then be filled in by eye during the

field work. Herein lies the difference in approach.

48. The Regional Adviser indicated that he had already prepared a list of suggested

cartographic equipment and materials and that the first item on the list was a projector

(optical pantograph) which would be suitable for altering tie scales of maps and air

photographs. He indicated that he was not against the use of air photos - far from

it - but noted that a lot of careful thought has to be given before becoming involved

with them. This may perhaps be at the expense of field work, which should be the

first consideration.



49. Problems Associated with the Use of Air Photographs. Some of the problems

which can odcur ttfhen using air photographs were commented on at the meeting with

the Survey and Mapping Consultant and were also discussed at the mapping training

programme. They include the following:

a) Air photos are usually in black and white which makes it that more

difficult to identify features than if they were in colour - but colour

is prohibitively expensive.

b) They are often taken at medium (1:40,000) or small scales (1:75,000)

particularly for rural areas. But unless they are of a relatively large -

scale (eg greater than 1:15,000) they are difficult to interpret with

the naked eye, and even with a stereoscopefor the untrained observer.

c) Conversely, large scale photos contain so much detail that it is

difficult for the inexperienced person to pick out the features needed

for census operations, whereas a map - or a field mapping assistant -

can be selective.

d) Ordinary 9Hx9t; (23x23cm) air photos contain no names. So although the

position of a new hamlet may be plotted from the photo, its name would

have to be verified by field identification.

e) Orientation can be a problem if air-photos are directly used in the field

by inexperienced personnel. (This practice is not normally recommended

for census work unless adequate training has been undertaken).

f) For security reasons it may not be possible to obtain air photos of some

parts of the country, particularly the border areas.

g) The time taken to organise the flight, have the photos flown> the film

developed, printed and distributed may be a minimum of one year.' If

the processing cannot be done in Egypt there are also foreign exchange

considerations.

h) The cost of new aerial photography has to be considered. It is now

$5-$10 per square kilometre. Thus to cover just the 6% inhabited areas

of the country would be: 60,087 sq.kmx$5 = $300,435 (A charge of perhaps

$10,000 for a one hionth period may also be made to cover the flight-

crew's expenses).

50. Suitable up-to-date existing aerial photography does not seem to be available,

but if new photograph/ is to be flown there are important questions that should be

asked: For example; who will actually do_ the work when the new photographs are

available? How many trained supervisory staff will be required? Who will lay out

the flight lines and produce the flight index? Who will plot the photo centres on

the maps? Who will be interpreting the perhaps hundreds of stereo pairs? Will the

Cartographic Unit have to purchase pocket stereoscopes, mirror stereoscopes, Stereo-

sketch machines or Goodkin projectors? What would be the cost of this programme?

iVherp would the photographs be stored? And finally: would it be cheaper and more

efficient to up-date the maps in the field instead?
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51. Field teams have to visit the field anyway to collect household and population
estimates, t;o identify and describe boundaries, to check village lists and to do t
household listing and pre-numbering. It may, therefore, be preferable to send the
teams out some'tlm- earlier than usual, to also up-date the maps'. ; y ; ' ' : , 'r

52. To train a person to lip-date' census maps in the field, (which we can term'
•^o-it-yourself" mapping) takes about one to three weeks, and would be done locally.

To train someone in air photo interpretation may take 4 months to one year; atfd
overseas training (eg at ITC in Holland) may be required. .-.■,,

53. The level of accuracy that can be attained by well-trained field-mappers is
usually sufficient fdr census purposes. For rural areas, if a village can be plotted
on the correct side of the rb^d within, say, 2Q0 metres of its true position (8 mm
at 1:25,000) this would be considered more than adequate. Likewise -for Urban areas,
if a building Can be plotted (with a simple square) within 20 metres of its true

position (8 mm at 1:2,500) and inside its correct block given the street outline
beforehand, this again would be more than sufficient.

54. Of course, it is realised there are advantages to using air photos: expensive
and time-consuming field programmes can be shortened and maps can be made more
accurate by plotting them from photos instead of field-spotting. It is also possible
to make estimates of the number of housing units from air photographs. But air
photo work is itself extremely time-consuming and can be very tedious.

55. In short, the Regional Adviser would recommend the use of air photography in
a small way, but the field work cannot be neglected: field work will give you names

and positions, but air photos will only give positions. In census work the correct
name and the relative position are important. And if photos are not already available,
the cost of flying the plane and producing the photos must be considered very seriously

b) Framework for a Cartographic Unit

56. Functions. CAPMAS are considering the strengthening of the Census Geographic
Unit to a functional Cartographic Unit, Although the unit will be under the Census

Office, its services should be available to all sections of CAPMAS. The duties of
the Cartographic Unit would include:

a) The drawing (on drafting film) of the 1986 census maps, with priority

areas first; . ■ .

b) Production of maps for the Household Survey field;work and other . j '

sample surveys; ,

c) Production of maps for technical reports and (later) for a statistical

atlas;

d) The long-term production of "Standard Enumeration Area" maps for the

1966 census and beyond;

e) Work for other government departments, according to the availability

of staff and materials.

57. The main objective is to produce black and white maps based on administrative
areas'(eg shiakha maps) for the next census. The use of overlays should not be
considered, as all work should be oh double-matte drafting film for reproduction
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in a. cylinder-type plan printing machine. Details and names can be on the top side
of the draftingsfiIra, and EA boundaries on the other side for ease of alteration if,
required. Coloured maps would be time-consuming and expensive to produce, and should
not be considered Lt this stage. Scribing should also not be attempted as this

requires large amounts of scribing tools and materials (scribe-coat) plus li ;;t- -
tables, as.well as a photographic laboratory for converting the negative .images to
film positives. ■ . ., :. . , ,

58. Space Requirements. Four rooms would ideally be required, as follows:

■' a) Room. 1. The drawing office. This should be the largest room (eg 60 $quare
metres) and would house the draughtsmen/draughtswoman„ initially about 6

persons. The space generally required per draughtsman is reckoned to l?e

6 square metres; this includes space for a drawing /table, chair>and side

- cupboard for equipment^ Horizontal map filing cabinets,; (otherwise known

as flat files or plan chests) which hold the paper copies of the maps^should

also be placed in the drawing office. Twelve units are considered necessary,

to.be stacked in six pairs.: Air conditioning would be preferable.

- ■".'.. b). .Room 2. Senior Draughtsman's (Cartographer's) Office. For the head of
the unit: it would contain a desk and chair, drawing table and chair, a

lockable equipment cupboard, a large planning table and a light table.

Air conditioning is preferable.

c) Room 3. The printing room. This should have black curtains on the

■(*.;: windows to.cut down the light when required. There should be a plan

i :. ■ ■ ; printing machine (medium-size ammonia type),, a small photocopier, plan ■ :_;.

trimmer, four vertical plan filing cabinets for the original drawings, an

optical pantograph (projector) for changing scales, and two large tables

for cutting printing paper and piling newly-printed maps; Air conditioning

is preferable.

; 4) Room 4. \ store room. This should have extensive shelving on which to .

; keep the printing paper and diazo film (which are sensitive to heat and

light), the ammonia, drafting film and other bulky materials- This room

should also have black curtains and nust be air-conditioned if the un-

; ■' developed materials are to stay in good condition. ■ .■■-,

59. Staff Requirements. The maximum number of relatively inexperienced tracers that

a supervisor can efficiently handle is 4 to 6 persons. If any more are utilised they
will inevitably be sitting around for part of their days waiting for the senior officer

to prepare work for them to trace. At present the Geographic Unit have 2 persons

experienced in mapping duties and 4 tracers. It is suggested that the Unit keep to

this number of staff until further office space has been provided and, the Cartographic

Unit is futty operational. The staff and workload situation can then1 be; teassessed.

60. USAID Cartographer. Itis recommended that the expert, in consultation with

the General-Director of Census Office, actively participate in the programme of work

and not merely act as an advisor. This will mean the expert actually drawing maps

and-writing manuals suited, to the local circumstances, as well as participating in

training programmes and field wo-rjc. The Job Description can also note- this point

and explicitly list the relevant, duties, ft will be highly preferable of course that

the expert has had previous census experience in a developing country.
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61. ... Training. The active participation, of the cartographic expert is the most

valuftle form of training the Cartographic Unit staff can have. They will follow
.by his.example, and. the expert's, local counterpart in, particular should benefit

' enormously. Overseas-university training in cartography is not considered es

sential at present - though it may be beneficial to the right candidate - as such

a course will concentrate on field surveying and pure cartography based on the
production of colour litho-offset maps. This may be of little relevance to

statistical map-ping and census organisation in Egypt.. But it may be possible for
the candidate to write a final dissertation on cartography and its applications

to census; operations.

62. A short course that concentrates on the geographical aspects.of running

censuses and surveys may be more appropriate. The Population Geography course

. run during the summer holidays (June-August) by the Overseas Development Group at
the University of East Anglia U.K., would ,be suitable. The course does not require

.its candidates to be university graduates but is aimed at middle-level technical

, ..staff, of survey-an4 statistical departments in developing countries.

63. Linkages. Shortages of facilities normally precludes any other government

■department undertaking statistical mapping on behalf of the statistical agency
itself- In,.short, the production.of statistical maps is the responsibility of CAPMAS

... But co-operation, howeyer,\is important and it is envisaged that there be active
cooperation between CAPMAS and! the Military Survey Department,, the .Geological Survey

' and Mining Authority and particularly with the Survey Authority whose base maps will
be required. There can also be an exchange of ideas and experiences between CAPMAS

and other statistical mapping units of the. region. To be cost-effective in years
to come, CAPMAS can also sell its maps to other government departments, agencies

,. and^bona-fide users, as hopefully, they will be the most up to' date in the country,

showing.for examnle, all the villages: and* hamlets.

c) The Survey Authority i'aps

64.: Due to various factors the visit to ..the Survey .Authority in Giza was extremely
brief, thus the information gained could not be considered comprehensive. Some

additional details on existing maps, were, therefore, obtained from a report entitled
"A Review of Topographic Mapping in Egypt" (1930) by Cliftpn J. Fry of the U.S.
Geological Survey. A copy of the report was obtained from USAID/Cairo and delivered
to the Director o.f Technical Affairs, CAPMAS, at the end of the mission.

65. Th,e,main map series are available at an approximate cost o£ LE 1.50 ($2) per
sheet tQ:iall government departments, and are of the following scales:

a) 1:500,003. Complete coverage, but made in 1945 and now seriously out

of date. For planning (wall-map) purposes only.

b) Is 100,000. Covering the Nile Valley and the Delta, Sinai and mosi; of the
coastal areas. There are 147 sheets of which 67 were complete^before
1950, 30.between 1950-60 anc< 50 after 1960. 23 sheets covering the EL
Hammah coastal area west of Alexandria have been recently produced, but

: the rest of the series will require extensive field revision for census
purposes. 1:100,000 could be used for outline maps of the rurai districts
(markaz) and to show the positions of Village Councils.



c) 1:25,000. Covering the Nile Valley, the Delta and the Suez Canal areas.
There are 448 maps in the scries of which 30% were made prior to 1956

and 70% between 1956-65. 1:25,000 would be the ideal scale for the rural
areas of the Nile Valley and Delta but the series will need extensive
revision for census use.

d) 1:10,000. A series of 400 maps prepared for detailed studies of the
River Nile. The maps extend to two kilometres each side of the Nile
from the Aswan Dam to the Mediterranean, and were completed in 1979
for the Ministry of Irrigation (of which the Survey Authority is a
department) by Kenting Earth Sciences of Canada. Unfortunately an
example or an index was not seen by the Regional Adviser so the exact

coverage in the Nile Delta area is not known. But it is suggested that

these maps could be photographically reduced on film at the Survey Authority

to 1:25,000 (with blue lines inked over in black beforehand if necessary),

and used to update the old 1:25,000 series. They could also be enlarged
to 1:5,000 and 1:2,500 and used as census maps for riverside urban areas
if nothing more up to date exists.

e) 1-5,000-. Cairo is covered by 347 sheets produced by IGN of France. (1979)
for the Ministry of Development and New Communities. The maps are in
black and white and seem to be lacking in names, but they should be used
as the basis for the shiakha maps of Cairo, rather than the old Survey

of Egypt 1:5,000 maps produced in 1936 that are presently used by Census
Office. They can be photographically enlarged to 1:2,500 or 1:2,000 for

the densely populated areas, and drawn at 1:5,000 for the suburbs. The

series can be reduced to 1:10,000 and 1:25,000 for planning maps. Although

fairly recent, the maps will require extensive field revision due to the
rapid changes and expansion taking place in the city. There are also 42
sheets of Alexandria and complete coverage of the Suez Canal area at
1:5,000, again produced by IfJN.

f) 1:2,500. These are cadastral maps of the agricultural lands. There are
some 15,000 maps covering 60% of the developed and irrigated land areas

and completed during the second cadastral survey, i.e. between.1924 and
the present day. =■ ,

8) 1:50°- These are cadastral maps of the towns, of which maps for 200
towns have been completed during the second cadastral survey. But the

number of land parcels continues to increase,and changes are now more
frequent, so that current survey and mapping efforts are having difficulty

keeping pace with required revisions. The series could perhaps be used

as the basis for EA maps of city blocks in Cairo, after the shiakha maps
have been completed.

66« Special Purpose Maps. There are also maps produced by private companies for
various ministries for development plans. The production date, the actual number

of sheets and the area they cover is not known, nor whether the maps are freely
available. Their acquisition can be considered of low priority but should be in

vestigated by Geographic Unit staff. The special purpose maps include:
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a) Abu Tartour Plateau (Iron and Steel Complex) at 1:25,000 and 1:2,000.

b) Ministry of Agriculture/FAO project areas at 1:10,000 with 1:25,000

reductions.

c) Bulaq area of Cairo at 1:1000.

d) Toshka Depression, near Abu Simbel, Lake Nasser at 1:5,000.

ej Moquattam City, Cairo at 1:2,500.' ;

f) Wadi Karkar, Aswan Dam -at 1:5,000.

67. Military Survey Department. A higher priority should be to investigate whether

any of the maps produced by the Military.Survey could be made available for census

purposes. Apparently the military have a well-organised cartographic section and

the following map series are produced:

a) 1:250,000. Military reconnaissance maps of the Eastern,Desert, Sinai

and North-west Egypt.

b) 1;50,000. There are reductions of the 1:25,000 series which have been

updated. New maps of the Eastern and Western Desert areas are also being

produced.

d) Cartographic Equipment

68. Although the Census Office Geographic Unit has been in existence for some years,

relatively few maps i&em to have been produced. This is perhaps a consequence of the

.lack of supervision, field transport, space, equipment and materials, rather than a
lack of expertise. Some of the outline maps produced on tracing paper by the Senior
Draughtsman were neatly done and show potential for the future.' He should be further

encouraged by the enlargement of the unit and the acquisition of more equipment.

69. A list of 173 suggested items of cartographic equipment and materials with

full specifications was made out by the Regional Adviser during the mission and

deposited with Census Office. It is reproduced here as Annex II. The topi- af

equipment was thoroughly discussedduring the training programme, so it is not

intended to go into the reasoning behind each item of the equipment list in the

report. But it can be noted that the practicality of the items when related to

the staffing^operational efficiency and supervisory aspects is considered of

paramount importance. An example of this is the recommended use of simple lettering

stencils (available in Arabic) instead of photo-type setting techniques which require

a contact-frame for reproduction rather than a much faster plan printing machine,

V. CONCLUSION

70. Base Maps■ Egypt has a wealth of survey maps of the populated areas available,

but many are old and completely out of date so will need extensive field revision.

Before field work begins3 however, the Survey Authority maps should be stuck together

in blocks and cut up so that each administrative area has its own base map. This

may mean purchasing 6-8 copies of some maps where there are many administrative

boundaries, but only 2 copies (one for filing, one for the base map) where no bounda

ries occur. Of course, previously stuck together copies can be unstuck and used for

the next base map, but this is not recommended as it is surprising how useful these

individually made up base maps can be as easy reference maps, even after the census

maps have been drawn up.



71• Map Filing Cabinets. But it is suggested that maps should only be obtained

from the Survey Authority in large numbers after map storage facilities have been
made available to the Geographic Unit. A priority purchase, therefore, should be
some horizontal map filing cabinets or steel shelves so that the maps can be stored
flat.

72. It is possible that something similar to the cabinets of American origin given

in the Regional Adviser's equipment list (items 29-30) may be available in Cairo.
If not, they could perhaps be specially made to CAPtiAS's specifications by a local
manufacturer. But as the cabinets take up a lot of space, it is suggested that only
two sets be purchased before the new cartographic offices are completed.

73 • Supervision of Cartographic Unit. The initial presence of a USAID census
cartographer should help the Cartographic Unit to become fully operational. But

the future success of the unit will ultimately depend on the efficiency of its

management and the enthusiasm of its nersonnel, rather than having grander offices,

superior equipment or large numbers of-(highly qualified) staff. And in this respect

it is thought that a problem could be adequate supervision, and for this reason

straight-forward simple methods of production are recommended. It is further
suggested that the Senior Draughtsman write a periodic report to the General-Director

on work achieved, the future programme and difficulties encountered; this may help
as a production check.

?4- Production Methodology. It is appreciated that CAPMAS will wish to take full

advantage of the opportunity to acquire cartographic equipment and materials under
the census project, but as far as methodology is concerned, a step-by-step approach

should be adopted. This would mean that time.-consuming and relatively complicated

techniques such as scribing, overlays and photo-type setting should not be attempted

until the basic drawing techniques have been mastered. If further advice is needed,

it is suggested that the counsel of the Survey and Mapping Consultant (General Mohsen)
be sought as he is well-versed on such matters.

75. Photographic Work. If photographic enlargements and reductions are required,

the existing facilities at the Survey Authority should be utilised. They have a fine

Klimsch Autohorika 101 horizontal process camera in working order with trained

laboratory staff available. The camera seems under-used at present, so there should

be little difficulty in arranging for work to be done, as long as film and chemical

costs and perhaps a small labour charge are taken care of. In short, the provision

of a photo-laboratory at the CAPMAS Census Cartographic Unit - with or without a
process camera - is not recommended.

76. First and Second Stages of Map Production. The production of census maps can

in fact be broadly divided into two stages. The first stage will be to produce

census maps based on all the administrative areas, i.e., Kism maps, markaz mans,

village council maps, shiakha maps etc. The second stage would he to produce very

large scale maps of the census sub-divisions, eg block maps containing 2-3 Enumeration

Areas, single Enumeration Area maps, maps of segments of Enumeration Areas for house

hold survey purposes, etc. It is recommended that except for priority areas the

bulk of the first stage work be completed before the second stage is tackled.

77- Enumeration Routes and Enumeration Areas.;As previously indicated, open En

umeration Routes will be used for the most part during the 1986 census, as it is

expected that maps showing closed Enumeration Areas will not be available in time

for much of the country. But eventually all the Enumeration Routes used in 1986

will have to be adapted to mapped Enumeration Areas.
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78. So when the Enumeration Routes are being planned and marked out with arrows
it should be kept in mind by the Inspectors that after the census more maps will
gradually become available and the Enumeration Routes will have to be plotted onto
maps as Enumeration Areas. It is suggested, therefore, that in addition to the
Enumeration Routes being listed and marked out, a written description oe made ot
each Enumeration Route. This may help to ensure that there will be no difficulty

in adapting them to Enumeration Areas.

79. It should also be kept in mind by census staff that it will be extremely
difficult to change an Enumeration Route into an Enumeration Area if, for example,
it is a strip along one side of a street. It is suggested, therefore, that the
census instruction manuals include a passage noting that an Enumeration Route
should have a point where it is (theoretically) enclosed, i.e. it should be ot a
regular even-sided shape and not elongated. It has to be remembered that thick bA
boundary lines will have to te drawn and the relevant EA number inserted prominently

on the map inside the Enumeration Area.

80. In conclusion, it must be stated that the mission was too short to properly
achieve the amount of work expected, thus many aspects which should have received a
more thorough examination were given scant attention. For example, a more detailed
analysis of the available mapping and a study of the village council and rural
hamlets situation are required. Following on from this, there should be, as the
Training Officer noted, an assessment as to the amount of time, staff and vehicles
needed for a field mapping programme and whether Enumeration Route boundary de
scriptions and/or EA boundary delineations could be incorporated into the present
pre-listing and pre-numbering exercises held immediately prior to the census. In
this respect, therefore, the Regional Adviser can undertake a further mission in

1984 if required to examine these issues and to assist where necessary.



ANNEX I

LIST OF PERSONS WITH WHOM DISCUSSIONS

, .WERE HELU. -; '} :,.;

Government (CAPMAS)

Dr. Awad Mokhtar Hallouda

Mr. Ismail Raafat

Mr. Abdelhamid Shalaby

General Erig;r Mbh.'A.F. Mohsen

Mr. Ismail Awad Ahmed

Mr. Mohammed Saad El Sheikh

Mr. Ibrahim Mostafa El Said

Mr. Mohammed Zaki Ali

Mr. Mohamed Gad El-Mawila

Mr. Rifaat El Denoushary

Mr. Mahmoud Hassanian Ali

Mr. Ezzat Abd El Gaber Hassan

Mr. Sirry Labib Abd El-Hamid

Ms. Shadia Mohamed Saleh

Mr. Nasr Latif Iskander

Mr. Ammar Mostafa Ahmed

Mr. Anwar Abd El Latif Hussein

Survey Authority

Mr. Wadie MansturWasif

Mr. Sayed Hussein Bioumi

President, CAPMAS

First Under Secretary, Statistics Division

Director of Technical Affairs ;

Survey and Mapping Consultant

Director> Public Relations

Under Secretary, Central Administration

for Censuses

Training Officer, National Statistical

Training Centre

General-Director, Central Administration

for Censuses

Head, Design and Follow-up Department,

Census Office

Head, Population Census Statistics

Department, Census Office

Head, Administrative Adjustment and

Maps Section, Census Office

Senior Draughtsman, Geographic Unit

Draughtsman, Geographic Unit

Tracer, Geographic Unit

Tracer, Geographic Unit

Tracer, Geographic Unit

Tracer, Geographic Unit

Director, Mapping Division

Head, Photomechanical Department
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United States Agency for International Development (USAID)

Dr. Sherif Arif

The Alan Guttmacher Institute, New York

Ms. Elise F. Jfones

United Nations

Mr. Hamed Fahmy

Mr. M. Nizamuddin ■

Physicist, Science and Technology Office

Demographer

UNFPA Deputy Representative and Senior

Adviser on Population

Chief Technical Adviser/Demographer

(CAPMAS)



ANNEX II

CENSUS CARTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT LIST

ITEM

NO.

ITEM QUANTITY UNIT ' SPECIFICATION

UNIT

COST

US$

TOTAL -

COST

US$

SUPPLIER

1 Rost Plan-variograph

(Optical Pantograph)

Accessories For

Mapmaker

2 Backlit Copyboard

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Dust cover

Darkroom Tent ■

Lens-f=210mm WA.

Len's-f^135mm.

Lens-f^iOOrom.

Lens-f= 80mm

Photographic Pressure

Plate

Special tilting level

Standard export

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Packing (with wooden

crated packaging)

12 Spare set of

fluorescent tubes

(for the above)

13 Blu-ray Diazo Ammonia

Printing machine

Model "Mapmaker"

complete with

Standard Lenses,

Neon (Fluorescent)

Tubes and spirit level

- 220v/50-60 HZ

- CAT No. 1.90100

CAT.No. 1.90101

CAT.No. 1.90106

CAT^No. 1.90120

CAT. No.1.90112

CAT.No. 1.90113

CAT.No. 1.90114

CAT.No. 1.90115

CAT.No, 1.90121

CAT.No. 1.90131

CAT.No. 1.90108

Set Six 38 watt

fluorescent tubes

Model 350

220 volt Ac/50HZ

Export model with

wooden crated

Packaging

CAT.No. 23-4040

3672 3672 R. A. Rost

Marzstrasse 7

Vienna,

A - 1151,

Austria

533

57

490

597

299

262

213

206

533

57

490

597

299

262

213

206

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

122 122 Ditto

50 50 Ditto

12 72 Ditto

3500 3500 Keuffel &

Ssser, 20,

Whippany Road,

Morristown,

New Jersey,

USA
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ITEM

NO.

ITEM QUANTITY UNIT SPECIFICATION

UNIT TOTAL

COST COST

us$ us$

SUPPLIER

Accessories For

Printing Machine

14 Base Console

15 Print Rack

16 Scavenger

17 Filter Cartridges

18 Adapter Kit

19 Paper Weights

1

1

1

100

1

CAT.NO.

cat.no.

cat.no.

CAT.No.

CAT.No.

23-4041

23-4023

23-4055

23-4056

23-4059

200

20

100

1

50

200

20

100

100

50

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

12 CAT.No. 58-0810 60 Ditto

20 Plan Trimmer

(with stand)

Model 913 300 300 OCE-Nederland

B.V.,

Box 101,

Venlo,

Netherlands

21 Drafting Film

22 Drafting Film

23 Diazo Printing

Paper

24 Diazo Printing Paper 100

25 Ammonia

100 Rolls Charrette Premium

Drafting film

20 Yard Rolls

Double Matte

.003" (75 Microns)

Size 30"

■ Item 11 - 1251

60 " Charrette Premium

Drafting film

- 20 Yard Rolls

- ,003"Double matte

(75 Microns)

- Size 42"

- Item 11 ~ 1255

300 " 2918-1 Warm Blackline

- 50 Yard Rolls

- Size 30"

- Item 17 - 1003

" 2918-1 Warm Blackline

- 50 Yard Rolls

- Size 42"

- Item 17 - 1007

25 Cases 26 Baume Ammonia

- Item 17 - 4028

62 6200 Charrette,

31,01ympia Ave.

P, 0. Box 4010

Woburn,

Massachusetts s

01888 - 4010

USA

86 5160 Ditto

17 5100 Ditto

24 2400 Ditto

24 600 Ditto
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ITEM ITEM

NO. '

QUANTITY UNIT SPECIFICATION

UNIT TOTAL

COST COST

US$ US$

SUPPLIER

26 Graph Paper

27 Charrette Chairs

28 Drawing Tables

29 Horizontal

Plan Files

(Flat Files)

30 Closed Base

(for the above)

31 Filing Cabinets

32 Stainless Steel

Straight-edges

33

34

35 Meter Rule

2 Pkts -Metric Gridded

Opaque

- KFG.No. 341-M

- Item No. 10-4167

6 - Charrette Deluxe

Black Drafting Chair

- with casters

- MFG. No. DC

- Item Mo. 18-3096

6 - Cambridge Folding

Drawing Table

- Board size 301Ix42'i

- Base colour white

- Item 18-0198

12 Charrette Premium

Flat files

- K. 5341

- 5 Drawers white

- 53" x 41" x 16"

- Item 18-1137

- with wooden crated

packaging

-S.5341 Black

- Item 18-1139

- Premium Four

Drawer files

- Legal size white

- Item 18-0966

Size 18" x 11/2"

- Item 21-6318

Size 36" x 2"

- Item 21-6336

Size 48" x 2"

- Item 21-6348

Fairgate meter rule

- Aluminium

- Item 29-1010

16

92 552

165 990

547 6564

79 474

416 832

19

31

41

8

38

31

41

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditco

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
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ITEM

NO.

36

37

33

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

ITEM

Lasico Compensating

Planiineter

Industrial Blades

(100 per box)

Scissors

Masking Tape

Masking Tape

Magic Mending Tape

Magic Mending Tape

Magic Mending Tape

Transparent Cellophane

Tape

Chalk

Stapler

Standard Staples

Clipboards

Rubber Bands

Rubber Bands

QUANTITY UNIT

1

2

2

40

5

5

5

10

20

6

2

4

50

2

2

Boxes

Rolls

t?

tr

i)

Boxes

-

Boxes

Boxes

ii

SPECIFICATION

- Model N-30

- Item 31-4242

- Templar Blades

- Item 33-2128

- Charrette Stainless

- Length 51/2"

- Item 21-2591

- Charrette

- 1"inch Width

- Item 21-3284

- 3M 202

- 2" Width

- Item 21-3217

- 3M 810, 72 yards

- 1/2" Width

- Item 21-3815

- 3M 810s 72 yards

- 3/4" width

- Item 21-3817

- 3M 810 72 yards

-■1" width

- Item 21-3819

- 3M 600, 72 yards

- 1" width

- Item 21-3606

- White

- Item 18-6917

- Faber-castell No. 17

- Item 21-2653

- Item 21-2607

- Length 151/2"

- Legal size

- Item 21-2656

- Size 2" x 1/22"

- Item 21-2520

- Size 3" x 1/32"

UNIT

COST

US$

180

12

3

3

8

3

r

6

4

1

14

3

2

7

7

TOTAL

COST

US$

180

24

16

120

40

15

25

60

80

&

28

12

100

14

14

SUPPLIER

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

- Item 21-2522
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ITEM

NO.

ITEM QUANTITY UNIT SPECIFICATION

UNIT TOTAL

COST COST

US$ US$

SUPPLIER

Rubber Bands

52 Hand Magnifier

53 Mapping Pen Nibs

54 Mapping Pen Nibs

55 Mapping Pen Holders

56 Mapping Pen Holders

57 Marking Pens

58 Marking Pens

59 Marking Pens

60 Marking Pens

61 Marking Pens

2 Boxes - Assorted 7 14

- Item 21-2524

1 - - Bausch & Lomb 12 12

- 21/2" Diameter

- Item 31-5702

6 Dozen - Hunt Artists pens 6 36

- 102 crow quill

- Item 24-5745

6 . ", - Hunt Artists pens 5 30

- 103 mapping

- Item 24-5747

20

20

20

Eberhard Faber

Black,, fine point

MFG. No. 229 LU

Item 23-2318

Eberhard Faber

Red.s Bullet point

MFG. Ho. 336 LF

Item 23-2544

Sberhard Faber

Reds fine point

MFG. No. 336 LU

Item 23-2546

Sberhard Faber

Green9 bullet point

MFG.No. 258 LF

Item No. 23-2454

40

40.

40

10

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

1

1

20

it
- 102 crow quill

Pen holder

- Item 24-5705

- 104 Pen holder

- Item 24-5791

- Eberhard Faber

Design art markers

- Black, ballet point

- MFG No. 229LF

- Item 23-2316

6

6

2

6

6

40

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
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ITEM

NO.

ITEM QUANTITY UNIT i SPECIFICATION ■

UNIT TOTAL

COST COST

US$ US$

SUPPLIER

62 Marking Pens

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

Mars Lumograph "100" 2

Technical Drawing pencils

(12 per box) ,

Coloured Pencils

(12 per box)

Eraser Stick Holders

Eraser Stick Refills

Protractors

71 Protractor

72 Aluminium T-Square

73 Stainless Steel

T-Square

74 Tracing Paper

75 Tracing Paper

20

Eberhard Faber

- Green, Fine Point

- MFC.No. 258 LU

- Item No. 23-2456

Boxes Grade B-itec 23-2085

" Grade HB-item 23-2086

11 Grade H-item 23-2088

11 Grade 2H-item 23-2089

" Eagle Prismacolor

No. 952

item 26-3352

Mars-rasor holder

item 27-2109

Boxes Mars-Rasor 527-35

Item 27-2108

Full Circle

- Size 4"

- MFG.No. 3404

- Item 29-3614

Full Circle

- Size 6"

- MFC No. 3406

- Item 29-3616

- - 42" Length

- Item 29-0442

- 36" Length

- Heavy weight 1834

- Item 29-0236

Rolls - 916H Charprint

- 20 yard rolls

- Size 30"

- Item 10-0204

" - 916H Charprint

- 20 yard rolls

- Size 42"

- Item 10-0208

10

14

7

7

7

6

2

6

2

28

14

14

12

12

24

12

3 3

33 33

39 39

19 380

23 115

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
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ITEM

NO.

ITEM QUANTITY ;UNIT SPECIFICATION

UNIT TOTAL

COST COST

US$ US$

SUPPLIER

76 Pantograph Model 1296 Precision

Pantograph

- Item 31-5280

805 805 Ditto

77

* -

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

Vertical Plan Filing

Cabinets

Plan Filing Strips

(for the above)

Light Table

Nashua Plain Paper

Cabinet (for the

above)

Spare Parts Kit

Start Up Kit

Nashua Plain Bond

Paper

Spare Selenium Drum

4--

10

1

1

1

1

1

1 ,

1

—■■- - AO-Leto QAFile

- Code 3006

- Export Model with

wooden crated

Packaging

PKTS - A0 size presspahn

- Code 3103

' - •" - BB42F Floor Model

- 30"x40n Glass area

- With light diffusion

shield

- 220 Volt Export

Model with wooden -

Crated packaging

- - Model 1218

- 220 v/50 HZ

- with wooden crated

packaging

- For Model 1218

- with castors

- For 1218

- Consists of 2

copypacks and

70 Reams (35,000

sheets) A4 Paper

Carton B4 Paper 10"x14"

(254 x 364mm)

For 1218

720

15

600

3500

120

600

550

60

280

-2880

150

600

3500

120

600

550

60

280

Harper and

Tunstall Ltd.

Denington,

We 1lingborough

Northants

England, UK

Ditto

NU-AKC Co.Ltd.

International

Division

4100W. Grand

Ave»

Chicago,

Illinois,USA

Nashua

International

Sales Service

inc.f

1st Floor,

Cory House.

The Ring,

• Braeknelit,

Berkshire,

England, U.K.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
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ITEM

NO.

ITEM QUANTITY UNIT SPECIFICATION

UNIT TOTAL

COST COST

US$ US$

SUPPLIER

86 Stereoscope - Wild Model TSP.1

- Pocket Model

100 100 Wild Heerbrugg

CH-9435,

Heerbrugg,

Switzerland

87 Pocket Pencil

sharpeners

1 Box - Staedtler-Noris

- Art 511-05-DS

18 18 J.S.Staedtler

Inc.

Chatsworth^USA

88 Blackboard

(chalkboard)

89 Easel (for the above)

90 Blackboard Cleaner

(Brush)

- CAT. 0840-43

- CAT. 0840-44

- CAT, 0840-54

40 40

45 45

Blundell-

Harling,

Regulus works,

Lynch Lane,

Weymouth,

Dorset.England,

UK

Angle-Poise Lamps Model 90

■30""Rea"ch

White, with table

Clamps

220 Volt

30 180_ Angle.r-P.Qise. ...

Lighting Ltd.

Redditch,

Worcestershire,

England, UK

92 Field Compares 12 No. K.B-14/360

with Cases

20 240 Suunto Co.,

Helsinki,

Finland

93 Rotring Variant Pens 6

Complete

94 Rotring Variant Nibs 6

95 (5 nibs per box) 6

96 " 4

97 2

98 " 2

99 " ' 2

100 " 2

101 " 2

Sots Art No. 110-903

(8 pen sets)

Boxes 0.2mm Art. 710-020

" 0.3mm Art. 710-030

" 0.4mm Art. 710-040

" 0.5mm Art. 710-050

11 0.6mm Art. 710-060

" 0.8mm Art 710-080 ■

i.Oram Art. 710-100

" 1.2:3m Art. 710-120

40

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

240

60

60

40

20

20

-20

20

20

Rotring,

Riepe-Werke,

Box 54-10-60,

D-2000,

Hamburg,

Federal Republic

of Germany

- -- ■
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ITEM

NO

ITEM QUANTITY UNIT SPECIFICATION

UNIT TOTAL

COST COST

US$ US$

SUPPLIER

102 Rotring Varioscript

Pens Complete

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

Rotring Varioscript

Pens Complete

(Extra Sizes)

■i

Rotring Variant

Pen Complete

(extra size)

Rotring Varioscript

Nibs only

(5 Nibs per box)

it

(i

Ii

tt

11

tt

Rotring Micronorm

Pens Complete

II ;

Rotring Micronorm

Nibs only

(5 Nibs per box)

Rotrine Micronorm

6

2

2

2

2

6

6

10

6

4

2

2

1

1

1

6 .

6

6

6

2

2

6.

-

-

Boxes

Boxes
n

Boxes

ti

tt

Box

Box

. Box

-

-

-

Boxes

, Boxes

ti

Stencils Upright

125 Rotring Micronorm

Stencils Oblique

(Italic)

126 Rotring Stencils

127 Varioscript-Uprigbt

Sets Art No. 120-906 ..

(8 pen sets, 2-10mm)

i.4mm. Art. 120-016

12mm Art. 120-120

14mm Art. 120-140

16mm. Art. 120-160

20mm Art. 120-200

1.0mm Art. 110-100

1.4mm Art. 720-016

2mm Art. 720-020

3nm. Art. 720-030

4mm. Art. 720-040

5mm Art. 720-060

6mm Art. 720-060

7mm Art. 720-070

8mm Art. 720-080

10nan Art. 720-100

0.18mm Art. 150-018

1.4mm Art 150-140

2.0mm Art. 150-200

0.18mm Art. 750-018

1.4mm Art. 750-140

2.0mm Art. 750-200

1.8mm Art. 320-018

1.8mm Art. 321-018

1.4mm Art. 300t014

1.6mm Art. 300-016

40 240

24

6

6

6

6

24

15 90

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

15

15

15

10

10

10

10

10

4

4

4

15

10

10

11

11

14

14

150

90

60

20

20

10

10

10

24

24

24

90

20

20

66

33

84

84

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
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ITEM

NO,

ITEM QUANTITY UNIT SPECIFICATION,

UNIT TOTAL

COST COST .

us$ us$

SUPPLIER

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

o5

Varioscript-Upright

it

ti

it

ii

ii

it

M

II

II

II

11

II

Rotring Stencils

Varioscript-Oblique

(Italic)

11

ii

it

it

it

it

Rotring Single-ended

Pen Holders

(10 per box)

Rotring Drawing ink

Blfl^k* Type "T"

Rotrine Combined

Ink/Pencil Erasers

6 - 2mm Art. 300-020

4 - 2.5mm Art. 300-025

3 - 3mm Art. 300-030

3 ' - 3.5mm Art. 300-035

3 " - 4mm Art. 300-040

2 - 5mm Art. 300-050

2 - 6mm Art. 300-060

2 - 7mm Art. 300-070

1 - 8mm Art. 300-080

1 - 10mm Art. 300-100

1 - 12mm Art. 300-120

1 - 14mm Art. 300-140

1 - 16mm Art. 300-160

1 - 20mm Art. 300-200

3 - 1.4mm Art. 301-014

3 - 1.6mm Art. 301-016

3 - 2mm Art. 301-020

2 - 2.5mm Art. 301-025

1 - 3mm Art 301-030

1 - 3.5mra Art. 301-035

1 - 4mm Art. 301-040

1 - 5mm Art. 301-050

1 - 6nm Art. 301-060

1 - 7mm Art. 301-070

15 Boxes Art. 515-201

12 Bottles30ml. Art, 595-017

24 " 250ml. Art. 595-117

10 Boxes TB-20 Art. 551-320

14

10

10

10

10

11

11

12

16

21

25

29

34

37

14

U

10

10

10

10

10

11

11

12

10

3

10

10

84

40

30

30

30

22

22

24

16

21

25

29

34

37

42

42

30

20

10

10

10

11

11

12

150

36

240

100

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
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ITEM

110.

156

157

158

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

ITEM

Rotring Cleaning

Unit

Rotring Concentrate

(for the above - 10

sachets per box)

Rotring Circle

Template

Rotring Burmester

(French) curves

Rotring Burmester

(French) curves

Rotring Plastic Rulers

ci

ii

Rotring Stencil Guides

if

Rotring Rapidomat

Rotring Lettering

Stencils for

Arabic Characters

(3 Stencils per set)

u

QUANTITY UNIT

2

10

2

2

6

20

6

6

6

6

1

2

12

12

6

6

6

Steel Storage 2

Cupboards-with shelves

and strong lock and keys

-

Boxes

...

Sets

-

-

-

-

-

-

Sets

Sets

n

»t

1!

_

SPECIFICATION

Art. 585-281

Art. 585-270

Art. 340-629

Art. 830-530

Type "B" Art.830-532

20cn- Art. 300-020

30cm Art. 800-030

40cm Art. 800-040

50cm Art. 800-050

35cm Art. 545-635

50cm Art. 545-650

Art. 516-194

5mm Art. 452-050

6mm Art. 452-060

8mm Art. 452-08C

10mm Art. 452-100

12mm Art.. 452-120

Approx.width 1 metre

- Height 2 metres

- Depth 50 cm

Total

Plus 25% Air-freight

UNIT

COST

us$

10

6

7

10

3

1

1

1

1

10

20

20

13

14

14

14

15

400

TOTAL

COST

US$

20

60

14

20

18

20

6

6

6

60

20

40

156

168

84

84

90

800

$56379

$14095

SUPPLIER

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Any office

Equipment

Supplier

Grand Total US$70474

(x 0.816 - EL 57507)




